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Marshall Yurievich Kikabidze, singer-songwriter and just a good

person, everyone knows as a composer and arranger. In addition, he
is a lyric poet. If we move from a generally understood language to a

literary one, then Marshal â€œlickedâ€� so many shades of
beautiful feelings that it is not surprising that arranging became his

favorite pastime. Marshal Lando posted a collection of sixteen works
on the Internet and gave a lengthy interview. And we publish an

excerpt of the conversation. Preparing for the interview, we asked
Dmitry Dondurei, the author, who, I hope, will not only please us all
with interesting lyrics and a shocking cover, to allow us to rewrite the
song â€œLast Nightâ€� to his music. And here we are at the table.

Without the desire to eat or drink, Dmitry tells. About why he
decided to write music for the song "Last Night". About how the song

was born. About that ... Mitya, hello! What's your name? Marshal?
HM. Marshal is from Gavril. And Marshal, as I understand it, you?
Marshal, in my opinion, was the name of Prince Svyatoslav, who

tamed the Khazars. We had successful Cossack regiments, including
those under the command of a marshal. Oh right! After the war with
Napoleon, there was also such a tradition - there were three marshals,

Napoleon the Third and three marshals. He loved Napoleon very
much, he simply adored him. But Shukhevych was a terrible

nationalist. I wonder why, okay. And how did you end up in Ukraine?
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I arrived 15 years ago. I have not been to Ukraine for many years. I
just arrived from Moscow and suddenly found out that something is
happening again in Ukraine. And I must say, I was very surprised:
how can they in Ukraine, no? How is it in Donbass? And, in the

Donbass, in the Crimea, right? How is it in Donbass? In the Donbas,
Russians are killing Russians, there are shelling, war and all that. How

is it in Ukraine? That's how. Even 5 years ago I was more surprised
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